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GATS BY

FIRST PRIZE, SPRING 1976 INSCAPE ART CONTEST
1

Linoleum Block

John Johnson

POLYANDROUS CONFIGURATIONS

SECOND PRIZE, SPRING 1976 INSCAPE ART CONTEST
2

Si1kscreen

PORTRAIT
Who are you behind those clear blue eyes?
You spector from the past.
You cruel ghost
lurking in the pages of a book in formal dress.
You look sheepishly stiff in that tie
as you bring back memories of a need you created
and now refuse to fill.
Who are you?
Why have you been gone so long?
Time has passed.
Much time, many lessons.
Many strenghthening webs
have been weaved in my mind.
Webs that have bound together
all . of my scattered thoughts and tossed philosphies.
I am seeing and feeling simultaneously.
I could love you better now than at any time
in my life.
I must live
with so little contact with you that I sometimes
wonder if you ever existed.
My hungry eyes and ears snatch up all clues
of past impressions left by you.
Pictures, reminiscent chats with friends. Tiny pieces
of a large and complicated puzzle.
I gather my bits and pieces like
a farmwife gathers eggs. Gingerly
turning over each souvenir, examining its fitness
to be placed in the special archives in my mind
reserved for you.
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If I could, I'd stop this seance.
I'd close this book
and very soundly and sanely
place it high on a shelf next to Cotton Mather.
I would say to myself that you are irrelevant
to my life as dust would settle on your binding.
I would abandon my fictional hopes
that knight you as my hero,
my defender of her majesty's justice,
my renaissance genius, my champoin.
But I can't you see,
I must come back for further reference.
I must because I'm afraid that
I'll lose all memory of ever having known you.
All of my memories of you are becoming vague.
Often I can't recall the sound of your voice.
Your expressions, your movements are obliterated.
Your mind, as always, a mystery.
Who are you behind those clear blue eyes?
Those intensely defiant eyes.
Do you still dwell there?
And is there still a chair for me
beside your hearth?
Vickie Wills
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ERASE

Grandma, they've given me your Bible.
They said you wanted me to have it.
I cried when they told me.
I cried for a long time.
I'm going to miss seeing you
crocheting on the porch.
I'll miss the soft sweaters and funny mittens
that always smelled like your house.
I'll miss you a lot.
But I'll have your Bible.
I'm going to cry.
I don't want to watch them
clean your house.
They look like ants moving eggs.
You used to use that potholder all the time.
The one with the face of a boy on it.
I wish they could leave it all like it is.
Then we could all walk through your house
and say, "This was Grandma."
But they keep corning at me
saying, "Your Grandma would want you
to have this."
And Hother says, "What-do-you-say?" ,
and scolds me when
I say nothing.
Vickie v.lills
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POTTER'S WHEEL
My life is spinning.
There is no meaning
only movement.
I'm changing, changing.
Potter's Wheel
I turn, turn.
Gentle touch, deep cut.
Guiding Wall, drastic disfigurement.
I'm changing, changing.
Self-portrait in wet clay
being molded.
Fast, fast.
I can't control
the forming and deforming.
I can't stop this mock-renaissance.
I can't get free.
I strike back against
the soft, helpless clay.
I spin, spin.
I can't stop, or even slow the pace.
Nothing is clear.
Nothing is sortable.
All is circular.
Uncertain bliss turns to dizzy confusion.
I must stop this wheel,
I must stop this wheel,
but I can't pull the plug.
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Mass rotating insanity
powers the potter.
The maniac craftsman,
dressed in black wool,
creating dubious art
in the darkest corner of my closet.
Vickie Wills
A MATTER OF TURTLE SHELL
We've invented an odd game,
you and I.
We've tamed the animals
in our minds
and submerged them
so no one could see
how impressionable
they are.
But it's really all
a matter of Turtle Shell,
A game I've played
for some time now.
How refreshing
to see that
someone else
plays it also.
I think that both
of our animals
are hiding now.
they've been
hiding for
quite a time.
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That is the way
the game is played.
Occasionally,
your rules differ
from mine.
Which tends to
make the strategies
harder to decipher.
Our neat brick houses
have served as molds.
We try to break out, tipping
and spilling and oozing
comfortably together on the floor.
But I'm
afraid
of comfort,
and I'm afraid that
you , are also.
So we withdraw,
eyes drop,
silences bruise,
speech becomes illegal.
Vickie Wills
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JIGSAW
You're the only one I know
who's so good at jigsaw puzzles.
I've never liked puzzles.
I look over your shoulder as you solve one.
I like to watch you
start with the horizon and work around it.
I'm not good at puzzles,
I always seem
to work around the bottom line.
I criticize myself.
Puzzles always make me look so ignorant.
You're the only one
who looks the other way when my horizon's absent.
But you have a brilliant jigsaw mind
and you fix my horizon
when no one is looking.
Jigsaws are the world to you.
I've given thought
to taking up crosswords,
But then whose world
would we live in?
Vickie Wills
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ALIEN
I suddenly feel evaded.
I was just standing here,
minding my own business
talking to a group of friends.
When along you came,
all porcelain teeth and mustache,
and suddenly, I just looked away
for a second or two,
Poof! All my friends disappeared into air,
one by one, grinning.
Just poof-poof-poof-poof-poof!
And I'm standing here saying
"How did you do that?"
Come on, tell me how!"
But you just keep walking,
and grinning ..
And I'm weighted down
holding everybody's shadow
and suddenly feeling evaded.
Vickie Wills
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NOW-IS-THE-TIME-FOR-ALL-GOOD ...
You say you are
ambition.
You say you breathe
in clouds.
Well I would love
to see you,
bring your clouds,
we'll pop popcorn.
You are energy
and eagerness
and life itself
to someone
slowly becoming
dormant.
You say you are
sun-glow.
I say you are florescent.
I say I am
just a candle.
I would love
to see you
and your lights
and dancing fantasies
that no one but you
can bring to life.
Dance with me
on wooden catalogs.
Let's collapse
all my plywood shelves,
abandon hand-me-down
artifacts.
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I usually solve a problem
by buying a new dictionary.
But suddenly dictionaries
seem to me to be
squint print manuals
to linguistic living.
sing to me
speak to me
give to me
what life is about
and should be
but is hidden
behind my poor,
monosyllabic mind.
Vickie Wills
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CLASSIFIEDS
Loving is a fear
to those who know
the needs of black nights
in rigid armor .
Of days spent in icy panic
due to nature's sorcery,
or science's inaptitude.
connecting is a fear
when its boncsmust be
put down in emulsion
and ink-drying papers
and overpriced flowers
traditionally thrown.
Treasured traditions of
dubious value
when seen minus dollar signs.
Freedom is a fear
to those who bought
cleansers that scoured
their zeals and timid hopes
and scrubbed off the flesh
so make-up could be applied.
"Line up ladies!
Pick adore! Any door!"
There are men and there are tigers
and there are man-eaters
and there are soft simpers.
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But there are Ladies,
with new visions
of old images,
who wouldn't touch a doorknob
without first looking long
into the keyhole
and working for a key
of their own.
Vickie wills
WARM COOKIES
(The whispers of best girlfriends in the Dark)
I'm never going to have children
I've decided.
I don't want them.
I don't want to settle down, raise a family,
make cookies.
I want a family.
I've decided.
I want a life for myself.
I want a horne, a settled life.
Warm Cookies.
I want myself.
I can't have myself and
Warm Cookies.
I'd rather be left alone.
I'd rather be independent.
I want Celery.
Vickie Wills
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LONELY IS A LIQUID WORD
Lonely is a liquid word.
It's deep and thick
and icy smothering.
It saturates the mind and heart
with a cold oozing fluid.
Doubling the weight
of both organs.
Introvert,
useable word,
unfortunate norm,
acceptable torture.
Vickie Wills
ODE TO THE HIGH SCHOOL JOCK
Artist!
You create vicarious youth
as elders smile and pat.
Such persPiration!
Genius!
Your biceps are pregnant
with foreign life.
Offsprings of adrenaline
Not of your own secretion,
but the sharp meeting of sweaty palms
that time the labor pains.
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Halftime.
Your head is crowned
with a natural sweat band.
Your jaws are firm and stretched
into handsomeness.
It is your place to
exercise facial muscles
on cheerleaders and
homecoming queens.
Your Coach has ulcers
due to the many
dollar signs he has swallowed.
But don't feel bad, he lives
for ulcers, and more are
corning behind you.
Vickie Wills
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CARDIAC ARREST

Executives
with business suits
close cropped hair
narrow hats, and ties with hardened
knots
walking brisk and meeting here.
"Damn these changing styles."
Cold white lights
on a glossy oak stained table
coffin shaped, hand rubbed to a hardened finish
serious men hand their coats,
rack their hats
all business here,
deep countenances and hollow eyes
"Dispense with levity."
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Seats for twenty in a coffin shape
broad clean ash trays for every other one
attache cases opened on the table
crumple an empty pack
pull the tab on a new one
cold white light filtering through
blue smoke
"Damn these pot smokers."
Tight thin lips
crows feet around their eyes
light up again and get to the business
at hand
take a long hard puff and flick the ash
labored breathing and stained fingers
tapping the coffin shaped table
"This will be a good year."
The meeting is now in order
charts
projections
graphs
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projections and goals
profits, capital gains
value added
quotas and five-year plans
"Damn these Communists."

Pink puffy cheeks
surfaced blood on reddened noses
bourbon
nicotine
caffeine
valium
coursing through their veins
stained fingers tapping lighty now
"Damn these drug users."
The Chairman of the Board has a plan, you may
discuss it
but don't question it
here are your assignments
19

these are your goals
our investors must make
twenty per cent this year
"This is the land of the free."
Our problems are many
material shortage
labor
where do we pour the waste or hide
the spoil
will continue to vent into the air
disguise and dump into the streams
this is the quality of life
"Damn these environmentalists."
Sad successful me
late forties, early fifties
affluent lives, sagging mid sections
drooping jowls, tense and shortened breathing
ash trays are filli n g now
filtered smoke in a filtered air
"Maintain the air quality index."
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Pungent bourbon
after shave
stale smoke
reddened eyes
visions of martinis and eight-dollar steak
heavy fingers neatly stack the papers
fold the cases
the meeting will soon be closed
"How's your golf game."
The Chairman will finish his say
vague pains
steel bands around a stuffy chest
numbness down the left arm
slyly slip a glycerin tablet under the tongue
"You can't hold a good man down - Success is the name
of the game."
Thank you gentlemen
your goals are well defined
white knuckles
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grasping the polished lectern
a body slumps to the floor
pink puffy cheeks
shortened breath
sirens wail
Intensive care
oxygen tent
charts and graphs
cold trained eyes
watch scattered pulses
dying on the flickering scope
cold white nurses
polished tables, coffin shaped tables
final breath
fold the cases
pull the sheet
meeting is adjourned
Cardiac Arrest
John R. Howerton
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FLIGHT 524
YESTERDAY I FELT THE SOFT CRUNCH
OF MOSS UNDER A HIKER'S BOOT.
TODAY I SIT AT GATE B-6 TWA WAITING
FOR FLIGHT 524, AISLES L-8, CENTER SEAT 5-D
YESTERDAY I FELT COLD SNOW SIFTING
THROUGH SLEEPING OAKS SOFTLY CARRIED
BY GENTLE WINDS AND
RESTING SILENTLY ON WHITE PILLOWS
TODAY I SIT ASTRIDE AN ENDLESS SEA
OF DOWNY WHITE CLOUDS LAYERED
BETWEEN BLUE SKYS AND
BRIGHT SUN.
YESTERDAY MY HIKER'S BOOTS CARRIED ME CAREFREE
TEN FULL MILES IN FIVE FULL HOURS
I RESTED TWICE AND LAY UPON SOME DEADENED GRASS AND
WATCHED THE SPOTTY SUN BREAK THROUGH AND
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TAKE AWAY MY SOFT AND SILENT TUFTS OF SNOW
TODAY THE SILENT SUN LOOKS DOWN AND
MELTS APART THE ENDLESS SEA OF "DOWNY CLOUDS
AND NOW I SEE THE DEADENED GRASS WHERE
ONCE I LAY AND LOOKED UP
AND NOW I RIDE MY SILVER STEED
ACROSS THE SKY
SIX HUNDRED MILES IN ONE FULL HOUR.
NOW I SEE SOME SILENT TUFTS OF SNOW ON SHADED SLOPES BELOW
YESTERDAY I HUMBLY LOOKED UP AND PONDERED THE
ENDLESS BLUE, THE VAST AND EHPTY PALACE OF
THE GODS.
TODAY I LOOK DOWN ON MAN'S CHECKERED FORMS
I MARVEL AT HIS WISDOM AND PITY HIS
FEEBLE WORK TO SQUARE AND HARDEN WHAT ONCE
WAS SOFT AND ROUND.

John R. Howerton
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De Selby

ROOSTER II
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Silkscreen

De Selby

UNTITLED
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Silkscreen on doily

De Selby

MONARCH
27

Woodblock

De Selby

CAMONFLAGE
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Silkscreen

THE WINTER ROSE
My mother had a winter rose in the back yard
that bloomed every year with
the first snow.
The rose was white and
the snow was, too.
So it was hard sometimes
to see the flower because
the bush would be all
covered with white snow
on the white roses.
It was the biggest,
fullest rose bush I've
ever seen.
My mother would pick
some white roses for
me and cover the thorns
with newspaper so I
could carry them to my
teacher at school.
The teacher always put
the white roses in a
mason jar on her desk.
We kids would watch through
the windows and see the white
snow corne down.
I would
look at the white roses on
my teacher's desk.
Things don't stay white very long.
Mary Lynn Jordan
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THE SEARCH
Birds fly thousands of miles
never losing horne.
Fish swim the ocean's silver blue
always returning to their beginning.
Man knows neither his start
or finish.
Lost in the depths of life,
Man searches for his beginning
and looks to find his end.
Seeing neither, he exists
Forever traveling the
breath of life
Searching for a familiar
place.
Mary Lynn Jordan
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ORION

Settlement of stars glowing
fiercely, filling space.
The warrior
ready for battle
plants his feet '
on the firmament,
lifts his club-swinging arm
out into the galaxy.
Alert to universal change,
eyes of stars seeing
the world slowly unwind
on its spinning axis.
I stand in the dark looking
up at the fiery gladiator
thinking, with no battle to fight,
he must be as lonely
as I.
Ma~y
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Lynn Jordan

ANOTHER GRADUATION - ANOTHER GOODBYE
It's been a long time for me,
A long time since chipping away ~t myself
Made words out of fragments into poems,
Unleashing that part of me
So long pent up in unspoken wonder.
But you my friend - you and all your Saturday smiles Stealing in and out of my life
Like spring days in February
Have made silence impossible.
We only just met, didn't we?
We'll never meet again or shall we?
No matter
It's been exceptional every bottom belly laugh, every soft sliding tear
Emotion shared over cheeseburger and rootbeer.
We gave each other the best we had Ourselves.
We shared what others tried to hide Our pain.
And in the end
We passed around a hug or two
And knew that such beginnings have no end.
They don't my friend,
Not even when the clocks move April into May
Or the highways make campus walks into miles.
You and I are as close tomorrow as we ever were,
united in smiles and the warm sounds
That echo in schoolyards on sunny days.
You, my friend are part of my "me,"
The border on an undefined piece of person.
You came into my life and touched me
And suddenly nothing is the same.
Maryanne Walters
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AT THE WINDIEST POINT I REMEMBERED
Sunlit granite's shadows seem so deep
As if to form illusions, and then wind that
Whistles through creates a cool and light.
From farther up the mountain's wall emerge
Perspectives; And box-like toy comparisons
Encamped below emerge again (and so forth);
And we climb and climb--the air howls.
And then,
I remember,
you ...
And lush green forests of spring,
Hung with jardinieres of glass teal blue;
Tables spread with the wines of Bacchus,
Eternal delights for the body, and heaven
for the soul.
We walked then, I recall ... and yes, both
You and youth meant a lot ... but that was then,
When lavender hung amid roses of spring,
And Well waters sprung from our maison de glace,
--Our world was an orange, but where was the
Vitamin C? And you over there, you were watching me,
laughing at me, trying to tell me what to do ...
So both of you cosmos can leave behind your
Memories, those are enough.
I'm in love~ ..
Robert C. Proughton
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GRAPEVINES
Grapevines twist
About limbs and one another
As thick as a baby's arm.
Rough to the human touch.
Alluring they hang
Some held tight by trees.
A summer's playground
Abandoned with fall
Forgotten in Winter's dazzle
But remembered in spring.
Young ones go searching
For this year's excitement.
A hesitant, tenuous pull
Then harder, harder still.
One weight suspended, then two.
"This one holds, this one's strong."
"It's a good one too, a broad, clear space."
"If only it were closer to the creek."
Underbrush and small trees flatten.
A landing pad forms.
That first reluctant swing
The breath stops with fear.
Relief at releasing and rest .
. Yet next time will be even better.
Janet Stumbo
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GARDENING
The deep brown fields
Tipped with green
Orderly rows
Of winter store.
Sun and rain
Eagerly received
Weeds to battle
And dirt to turn.
Miniature plants
Newly arisen.
Soon tower above
The nourishing earth.
Spreading, reaching.
Tendrils curl
Pods enlarge
Swelling with life.
Gathering food
Canning arid drying
Steaming kitchens
Fillcellars and drawers.
Janet Stumbo
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LAMENT
Bare feet, gray from too many days
Saturday's three days.
The blue and green coupons
Clutched in one hand
Food from the government
Free--just for being poor.
Someone else's clothes
Bought for a dime.
Perfectly good clothes-Just a little too big or small or baggy or tight.
Mom's fifty-two and Daddy's gone.
Never came home from work one day.
They said he 'couldn't be reached.
He was down too deep when the mine caved in.
There are nine children-Ten if you count sis's baby.
She still won't tell Mom or the preacher.
He must have moved to the city, or else he's married.
Brother left school at fifteen.
He's on the midnight shift now.
Just two years later and he's a daddy.
With a sixteen year old bride.
Sue
But
She
And

likes to go to school,
she don't read so good.
misses some to tend garden in spring
children all year round.
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Her boyfriend's nineteen.
Four years older, but that's not much.
He's got a red Hustang.
He comes over every night and they go riding around.
She guesses she'll marry him.
Maybe next year sometime.
So she'll have clothes of her own
And get away from all the children.
Janet Stumbo
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THE GREEN HAND
Leaves dampened by fog-The water's edge creeps forward.
Mystery is there.
Jan Moermond
LAND OF ODDZ
Pity the poor scarecrows,
The straw-headed loyalists.
Pity the poor lions,
Fearful-kitten growlers.
Pity the rusted tinmen,
Who indeed have hearts,
But cage them in metal prisons
To keep them from being hurt.
But pity most the poor Dorothys,
Who have a way home, indeed,
But won't admit it in their dreams.
Royce L. Gentzel
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AUTUMN

It's autumn
the wind is winding down
grinding down
Chilling the former emerald birth.
It's autumn
the maple leaves are blooming
and looming
Before their death march to the earth.
It's autumn
the silver smoke is filling
and chilling
The pathway for robin and crow.
It's autumn
the milky frost is anointing
and pointing
To the corning egg-shell snow.
Ron Wheeler
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RIPPLES
Some people say we

~re

like raindrops

falling in Earth's puddle
splashing for a moment
resolved into the whole.
Life's efforts, they feel, are the ripples
colliding on the daily surface
being soon forgotten-forgotten as the drops that made them.
Ron Wheeler
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AT THE BEACH
Rumbling, rumbling
Rolling to and from the shore
The night ocean
Tosses as an insomniac.
Sparkling, glittering
Glowing on the black wet sand
The oval moon
Appears as a bleached sand dollar.
Chilling, swirling
Whispering to the salt spray
The gray breezes
Forewarn of the sudden sunrise.
Bursting, blinding
Shining across the sea line
The silver sun
Colors the night ocean day green.
Ron Wheeler
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ACORNS
Whistle bombs
Split the leaves
Crash to the sidewalk
Bounce into the grass
Where the foraging squirrels
Grab them up, and gleefully
Store them away for the bleak winter.
Ron Wheeler
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UNTITLED
Somedays I wear
Dark glasses
And dangling cigarette
To ease the pain
Of a night passed with
Bourbon and tears.
Other days I wear
Your love
And they say it shows.
Mike Fralix
UNTITLED
I awoke before you
And leaning upon my elbow,
Smiled, and watched your eyelids
Flutter open, anticipating your smile:
a signal that what we had done
was right.
Mike Fralix
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UNTITLED
As the last purple mist of morning is burnt
away by the sun's golden rays,
I

awaken with the taste of last nights tears
still bitter on my lips.

I

lie in that one warm spot on the cold expanse
of rumpled sheets

Staring at that ugly brown water stain
above my head.
I reminds' me of what my life has become
since you left,
A dark and brooding center spreading out
to frayed edges of nothingness.
Mike Fralix
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UNTITLED
I sit here
Staring at nothing,
Listening to B. B. King
Sing his mournful songs,
And I realize who it is
I want most in life to be?
Peter Pan, the boy who never grew up.
He only had to make decisions
That pleased himself.
He had no parents
To worry about their approval.
He never faced any big responsibilities
Or had to do things that were too much for him.
But, of God,
"How lonely he must have been!
Jonni Carter
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INVOLUNTARY ACTION
Ears know, God knows, when held to a spot,
Who loves who, and who did what,
'cause ears always hear all the waves that they've caught.
Turn right, left wrong, cold or red, both feel hot.
Mouths, eyes, minds, and thighs,
All of them, all of them, all of them lies.
Ears know, God knows, truthfully alot.
Jon Stanley
THE LOVE LETTER
To sit,
To try to think,
Then spill your pencil
On a page, and fill
Your heart with ink.
Jon Stanley
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LONELY PEOPLE PASSING IN THE NIGHT
Don't ask • . .
How the street lamp glows,
With moths
Swinging to and fro
On beams of neon light.
And does this light
Empty shadows throw
Across her face,
And dull it
Lovely green beneath the night?
I wonder . . .
And step on step,
She stares on cold cement
With frosty breath in autumn air,
Her auburn hair
Is shadows cast across
Her warming cloak.
Alone, we approach
In hollow mason jars so old,
With echoed steps
Through and to and home
To contemplate a candle's wick in hell.
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I wonder . about these lonely nights,
In which these seconds cast
Our empty patterns of morning thought ,
But perhaps, in soon seconds past
Our common need will be . . .
She walks through the frosty ends
Of the last rays of neon light,
And I too, as shadows cross away,
Walk into the night.
Jon Stanley
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TWO YEARS
"Don't worry, darling,' Catherine
said.
'I'm not a bit afraid.
It's
just a dirty trick."
(From A Farewell to Arms)
The unheavenly walls of white
Loom in the unknown misty days
That crowd the months to corne.
Two faces sit the same,
And face the faces about,
Laughing, crying, trying
To grasp the turmoils of emotion
At the disbelief of the ends
To corne
In days so soon.
"How did it all begin?" he asks.
It began with love or sin,
Which called you forth finally to be loved,
And you surely were.
Yet now,
In the windings of your mind,
In the mindings of your time,
Perhaps it was a sin,
Or perhaps it still is love.
"So," you ask, "why?"
And we toss and turn,
Sitting in uncomfortable chairs,
In the shadows of the room,
Gazing through the window
At the evening sky,
Crying,
Then turning away at last only to miss
The last rays of the setting sun.
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Finally, you ask, "How about a stroll?"
And trudge up the wintery mountain slopes,
Still wondering how,
Or even if
To cope with mighty crustaceans
That are
Clawing at your sanity,
Clawing at your cells.
A young man stands,
Reaching for a useless hand.
What can I say to make it better?
Nothing til the epitaph.
Look at him laugh
And drink his beer.
"He's taking it well," they'll say.
"We're taking it well," he'll say.
An empty chair sits in the corner.
The fac~s bow and pray,
Knowing in the pains
And whimpering screams of yesterday,
In some other way
Lies their tomorrow, and tomorrow, and
"What did he say?"
.
"They're taking it well," he said,
Staring around at statue~ in the rain.
Jon Stanley
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Silkscreen

THE LOVE AFFAIR
John Bowman
It was Saturday and Billie Joe Potter was enjoying his day
off. Walking in the warm sunshine in downtown Decatur, Billie Joe
spotted Karma Record Shop across the street and decided to go
over and check it out.
I think I heard Joan Pullen has a new
album out, he thought as he entered the new shop. ~trmnm, smells
like cherries in here.
Wow, this place is really nice.
Blacklights sure do a lot
for the atmosphere. Must be thousands of albums in here. Let's
see, Heartsfield, Olivia Newton John, (sexy, but not as sexy as
Joan Pullen), Graham Nash, Ozark Mountain Daredevils, Carole King.
There she is! Joan Pullen! Let's see, got that one, 'n that one,
and there's her last one. Yes! Here's a new one!
Joan Pullen's brown, sensuous eyes seemed to stare right into
Billie's from the album cover.
"Joan Pullen: Class", read Billie,
and he thought, what a perfect name for one of her albums.
He took the record to the counter where a young girl of about
twenty took it and put it into a bag. The girl, who looked real
foxy to ' Billie in Paded jeans and blue halter top, smiled and
said, "You into Joan Pullen?"
"Sure. Been gettin' into her for about two years.
got all her albums."

I've

"Well, then I guess I don't need to tell ya' about the concert ... "
"Joan Pullen's gonna be in concert somewhere?" asked Billie,
trying to sound casual as he felt panic begin to seize him.
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The girl nodded at the wall behind him, where a huge poster
hung prominently.
"If it'd been a snake, it would've bitten you!"
He ignored her and read the poster eagerly.
"Joan Pullen in
concert, May first.
University of Alabama, Memorial Fieldhouse.
8 p.m., Tickets $5.50 in advance, $6.50 day of the show."
Next Wednesday! And 1 gotta work!
never let me off to go to a concert!

That damn Jenkins will

The clerk reached under the counter and produced two tickets.
"Lucky for you we're sellin' tickets, man!", she grinned, and held
them out toward Billie.
He started to take them, then thought what's the use?
"I
gotta work," he said, and left the shob hurriedly so she wouldn't
see him when he broke down in tears, as he felt he was going to
do any minute.
"Hey man, don't ya' want your album?"
Later that day, Billie was lying on his bed thinking of every
possible way he could get out of work and go to the concert. He
had seen Joan in concert four times already, the last time a little
over two months ago.
He had driven over three hundred miles to
Pensacola on that occasion and paid a scalper $25 for a front row
seat. And it was a bargain, thought Billie, remembering his big
moment. That was the night Billie had jumped up while Joan Pullen
was tuning her guitar between songs and yelled, "Joan, you've
got more class than Richard Nixon, Gomer Pyle, and Mick Jagger
combined!" Billie remembered the crowd's applause and even Joan
had responded with a loud giggle which still made Billie tingle
allover to think that he'd caused such a response.
Billie heard the knock on the door over the soothing sounds
from his new album.
"Come on in, Mom!"
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Mrs. Potter walked into the room and Billie saw her eyes sweep
the room as they always did when she came in.
"Just came in to
see how you two were getting along," she said teasingly.
Mrs. Potter was always kidding Billie about the Joan Pullen
posters that lined nearly every inch of Billy's room.
But this
time she noticed four new posters.
"Oh Billie, not on the ceiling!"
Four life-size color photos of Joan now completely covered
Billie's ceiling. One showed Joan Pullen singing his favorite
song, "Our Love will Last", the emotion lining her face sensuously.
Another showed her playing piano in the studio, making it all
seem so effortless.
Still another pictured her sitting in the
floor of her new mansion in the Catskills, her toy Pekingese nestled
next to her in the warmth of a priceless white llama skin rug.
His favorite, immediately above this, was one of Joan walking down a
street in New York, bra-less in a tight blue sweater.
"Billie Joe, don't you think this is carrying things a bit too
far? You've just got to come out of this dream world of your's
and act like you've got some sense. The neighbors are starting
to talk ... "
"Mom, I really don't know what you're talking about. And
besides, Elmer's our only neighbor and nobody gives a shi ... "
"Billie Joe!"
"Nobody CARES what that old idiot says, and besides, I'm a
grown boy now and I ought to be able to say "shit" whenever I want
to! "
"I don't care if you say the word, but you don't have to say
it around your mother, do you? And you're right, you ARE grown
up now, so why don't you start acting like it? Grown men do not
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have affairs with women they've never met, especially one who
wouldn't even give them a second look if they saw them on the
street."
"Aw, Morn, I'm not havin' an affair, I just like the woman's
music, that's all.
Even you admit you like her songs!
You got to
admit, she's got a lot more class than any of the silly little
girls around here."
"How would you know anything about that? You've not taken
any of them out since you were in high school.
It seems to me
they're acting a lot more grmvn up than you are.
If your father
wasn't gone all the time I think he'd have something to say about all
this!"
"I know he would, too.
Except he'd say it to you, not to
me.
He doesn't even speak to me since I told him I don't want
to spend MY life driving around the country selling toothbrushes ... "
"That's not funny young man!
Fuller b:Lush men happen to be
very successful businessmen.
They're respected a lot more than
Burger Queen helpers.
If you can't have a decent discussion with
your mother without insulting your father ... "
Billie Joe spoke softly.
"I'm sorry Morn, I was just kidding.
Okay, I'll tone it down a little, if i t ' l l make you happy." He
hugged his mother and picked her up off the floor because he knew
she loved it, despite her indignant protests.
Why can't people just let me do what I wanna do? Billie
thought after his mother had left.
He went back to thinking about
the concert, and nearly fell asleep.
He was awakened by the sound
of applause, however, and thought, I didn't know this was a live
album.
He heard Joan tuning her guitar and then his own voice
saying, "Joan, you've got more class than Richard Nixon, Gomer Pyle,
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and Mick Jagger combined!"
"My God, I'm immortal," thought Billie.
Billie spent the next few days brooding. When Wednesday
finally arrived, he made one final attempt at getting out of work.
"This is Billie Joe.
"Tom?" he said hoarsely over the phone.
Listen, I've been pretty sick today.
I think I got a 24-hour virus
or something.
I was wondering if you would let me have the night
off?"
"No. "

"Oh. "

It was the longest night in Billie Joe's career at Burger
Queen. He -snarled at customers and then apolgized as he noticed
Tom listening to every word he said. He gazed at the clock.
"Eight
o'clock." Suddenly he felt very nauseous, and he turned around
just in time to throw up allover Tom Jenkin's Converse All Stars.
"For God's sake, Potter, I ought to have you fired for this!
You ornery ... "
Billie Joe cut him off between heaves.
for being sick, can ya?"

"Ya can't fire a guy

Tom snorted, "Get a mop and clean it up, Potter!"
head, he walked away.

Shaking his

It was almost midnight when a black limousine pulled off the
interstate and into the parking lot at Burger Queen. Billie Joe
was doodling on the back of a check pad since business was slow.
He looked up just in time to see Joan Pullen walk through the door
followed by four young men with long hair.
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Billie Joe knew that it was her as well as he would have
known his own mother. He was utterly astonished and as she
came straight toward him he felt faint.
He caught himself just
as his knees began to buckle. As she stopped at the counter in
front of him, he suddenly went very calm, almost detached from
this life.
Before Joan could order, Billie Joe smiled ever so calmly
and said, "Joan Pullen."
She smiled back at him, and her smile was dazzling.
"You
recognized me," she said in what Billie Joe thought must be mock
disbelief. Her voice must have startled him back into reality.
It's her, it's really her, thought Billie.
He finally gathered enough courage to ask, "Miss Pullen, why
would a person with as much class as you eat in a place like this?"
"I like Royal Burgers."
Should I ask her for her autograph? Billie thought as Joan
and her band ate. But somehow B~llie couldn't bring himselt" to
do it. He realized that just remembering her voice would be
enough to keep him happy. Just before the group left, he saw
Joan pull a brush from her small denim purse and run it through
her flowing brown hair.
Billie could see that it was a Fuller.
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A WINTER'S FRANTASY
G. R. Dobler
When I began thinking about living south of the Ohio River, the
Fellowship of the North warned me of such often-publicized terrors
as chain gangs, lynching parties, bathtub gin and its blinding effects,
shotgun-happy mountaineers, and--worst of all--a strong anti-Yankee
sentiment that often led to such circumstances as finding New York
boys strangled by Confederate flags or perforated by "Vote for Wallace"
buttons. Happily, their information seems to have been gleaned from
a combination of The National Enquirer and Easy Rider. So much for
the credibility of my 111-1nformed compatriots of the moral North.
Indeed, I have discovered one major difference between Kentucky
and Iowa.
I will probably live longer here. My discovery has nothing
to do with diet, politics, religion, or social attitudes: very
simply, it has to do with the nature of the climate during the winter
months.
I remember a particularly cold January morning in Iowa City, 0-a Big-Ten town in the flatlands of Mid-West corn country which ought
to rate in Ripley as a town where the wind blows from six directions
at once:
the usual four in addition to down socks and up pantlegs.
Eighteen 'degrees below zero is no fun, but it is even worse when the
wind is performing its merry vivisections at a thirty-five miles-perhour clip. A sadistic administrator refused to allow those of us who
lived within a two-mile radius of "Old Capitol" to park an automobile
on campus.
It seemed inhumane for me to roust a roommate out of his
warm dreams of Anchorage to drop me off near the English-Philosophy
Building for a 7:30 class. Besides, it generally took him longer to
coax his '62 Valiant into starting than it took me to walk the mile
or so across town. Furthe~more, walking in such pleasant, crisp,
clear weather is invigorating, not to mention healthy--or so I was
encouraged to believe by a robust dean who lived some forty-five
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paces from his office.
To survive, I dressed like a lumberman: thermal drawers, two
pairs of virgin wool socks (whatever that means), a heavy woolen
shirt, hobnail boots, rabbit-fur lined gloves, a black Russian hat
replete with ear-Iappers, and an eight-foot by one-foot black wool
scarf which my thoughtful and talented wife crocheted for me. To
top off my costume, I wore a Minnesota-made checkerboard woolen jacket.
Looking like an overstuffed, yet diminutive Paul Bunyan, I would go
forth into the town, my muffler pulled up over my mouth and nose.
Now, poor souls who have rambled in such reaches (ironically
called God's country by those who no longer live there) know that
although breathing means life, breathing in such temperatures also
means mufflers frozen solid to lips and nostrils--a most disconcerting phenomenon.
In fact, it's damned uncomfortable, not to
mention dangerous. To circumvent Mother Nature's little booby trap,
I developed the Student Shuffle (later called the Articulated RoundSwoop), a rolling, weaving quick-step that is doubtlessly still sung
of in the many bistros and beerhalls of Iowa City. The theoretical
basis of the A. R. S. (as the dance-for-life eventually came to
be called) is enmeshed in the principles of Newton's second. or third
law of motion relative to certain thermal-dynamic hypotheses which
yet remain a mystery to me. The immediate effect of the waving arms
and woven paces coupled with slightly bent knees and prolonged
exhalations was a superheated cloud between me and the muffler. By
the time the cloud cooled enough to freeze, another grand exhalation
(somewhat reminiscent of those ascribed to long-submerged sperm
whales) was in progress, thus re-superheating the air. Clever, what?
The process was not only an eclectic masterpiece.
It worked! I
believe I still hold the record for covering the mile in eight
minutes flat--not bad, considering that the terrain was covered by
a three-inch ice base topped off by a thirteen-inch fine-powder snow.
(I was told that last year someone covered the same route in 7:36;
however, the record ought to remain mine in that the pretender was
a mountain-climbing Norwegian exchange student who majored in thermal
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technology.
Besides,he wore golf spikes andlused ski poles on
seventeen of the thirty corners on the route.
I became irreversibly committed (in the best sense of the word,
mind you) to heading for Morehead when, on a January morning in Iowa
City, I was accused of affrighting three Florida-born freshman coeds
into their being hospitalized for shock.
I was doing a third-gear
A. R. S. down Iowa Avenue toward the sixth turn, which is marked by
Mrs. Grombee's Shelter for Female Pre-Dental Students.
I have
neglected to mention that the evening before--January 17th, to be
exact--a former professor of English, a Dr. Trochee, had escaped
from University Hospital's psychiatric wing.
Perhaps there are those who are not cognizant of Haliserthes
Trochee's contributions to literary scholarship.
It was in his
salad days that poor old Trochee first grasped the significance of
the bilateral comma splice as a thirteenth supra-segmental phoneme-a phenomenon without which we never would have comprehended the
meaning-bearing function of Dr. Johnson's throat-clearing as it was
so clearly and accurately recorded by Mr. Boswell. And it was the
ruminating cerebrations of Trochee which made clear Neil Simon's
c.ebt for Barefoot in the Park to Wordsworth.'s "She Dwelt Among
Untroddent Ways" (originally entitled "She Dwelt Unshodden, by the
Way"--another Trochee discovery.
See the May, 1968, issue of
Curious ,Codices, pp. 235-384) . . Trochee's mind began to take strange
flights shortly after the latter pUblication. His grasp of reality
disappeared entirely with the setting in of the usual winter syndromE
(technically known as the quintessential blahs) followed shortly
by the University's demands for more pUblication of a scholarly hue
or else be faced with teaching freshman composition. To avoid the
11 have entered a formal protest to the Department of Research
and Records of Iowa's Student Government Association.
I expect a
judgment before fall of '79.
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greater of two evils, Trochee undertook the monumental (or, perhaps,
minimental) task of establishing a statistically significant corelation between foot size and spelling ability. When he discovered
the relationship to be significant at the .01 level, he went bananas.
Friendly graduate assistants prevented Trochee's doing himself further
harm by wrapping him securely in a fine reproduction of the Bayeux
Tapestry and spiriting him across the river and into the psychiatric
residents· lounge. Bingo and feather therapy eased him off the
critical list, and all seemed encouragingly well until 7:30 p.m.
on January 17th. The same pressures that did Trochee in--those of
the scholarly life coupled with those provided by the impossible
winter weather--were devouring us all (albeit not in such a flamboyant
manner), as I would all-too-soon discover.
At about 7:10 p.m. Trochee confused his tranquilizer capsules
with his suppositories--and then the fun began. An exact reconstruction of the order of events is impossible to determine, but
the upshot was that Trochee wrapped himself in a twelve-foot square
checkerboard afghan and donned a football helmet with a black facemask. He had become convinced that he was the Ohio State Marching
Band~s drum major, and he was equally convinced that Ohio State and
Iowa were to meet the next day. The good citizens of Iowa City had
been warned of his escape--all the citizens but me, as it turned out.
As I approached Mrs. Grombee's Shelter, the three coeds stepped
into my path. The ice being what it was, I immediately geared down
and did a power slide around them and said, in a matter of fact tone,
"The weather's raw." They thought I had said "Withers, Rah!" Un.h~p~ily,
Ohio State's all-American running back's name was Withers.
The three gripped each other--a very dangerous maneuver on ice,
that--and, screaming, fell on the ice and began sliding toward the
street. A·beautify-your-town project undertaken by the civil engineering class of '23, the sidewalk tilted on an angle of roughly
nine and a half degrees toward the curb. The three coeds, voicing
their reaction in a manner befitting the callipoe on the Robert E.
Lee, were nearly run over by the University President's snowmobile.
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I was hauled off to the mental health facility amidst cries against
Woody Hayes, English professors, and the weakness of laws pertaining
to people going about terrifying hapless innocents. After I had
undergone a solid thirty-six hours of heavy assault by graduate
students in psychology who desparately needed a dissertation topic,
the campus gendarmes received report of someone's lobbing volumes
of the Harvard Classics out the library windows onto the skulls
of unsuspecting passers-by and shouting "Gotcha" after each direct
hit. Such behavior in itself was not considered particularly
abnormal at Iowa in the late 60's; but when the bombardier started
screaming "To hell with the Gipper," three visiting lecturers from
Notre Dame--Jesuits all--called upon the campus police to look into
the matter and bring the obviously seditious but as yet unknown
antichrist to justice. Seven campus police, five state troopers,
two sheriffs, and a gunner's mate on furlough lured poor Trochee
out of the stacks and into a gunny sack with promises of baloney
sandwiches and a Rose Bowl trip.
I was released on my own recognizance pending positive identification by my advisor who was,
unfortunately, off judging a villanelle contest at the annual
Mutton Festival in Keokuk. Upon his return two days later, I was
free as a bird--and I flew!
I feel safe in Morehead. The snow sometimes comes, but it
goes away very quickly. What ice I find generally comes in overpriced chunks from machines at local service stations, not in overpowering 'slabs underfoot. Winter days rarely dip below the midtwenties, and sub-zero weather is indeed a rarity. I am often free
to wander about during the winter months in a sweater and mediumweight trousers. The whole Morehead campus is little more than
a mile across--if that. And, most fortunately of all, we don't
play Ohio State University.
About Trochee--the promise of less miserable winters has
created in him a desire to corne to more temperate climes after his
unconditional release. Two weeks ago I received from him a letter
of inquiry about the practicability of opening in Kentucky a national
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center for the study of the effect of the deviated septum on the
creative processes in haiku construction. He can afford to fund
the venture himself in that he has become independently wealthy
since selling his memoirs to City Lights Press. So if you should
see a checkerboard Continental with Iowa plates, be prepared to
av~id walking under library windows--and for heaven's sake, don't
mention the early morning haze.
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WILLIE
John Bowman
Leroy Hoobler sat with his back propped against the wall of
the freight car he was riding in. His eyes were open, but he
made no move and his face was expressionless. He gripped his
club tighter as he felt the train slowing down, ready to come
to a halt.
He heard the voices of the men outside the train
yelling and jok ing with each other. He could hear the sliding
side doors of other cars being opened and knew that he would
soon be discovered.
Ain't gonna git me, he thought, ain't gonna letem git me.
Leroy crawled forward until he was just in front of the doors
on the car ·and crouched down, waiting. He drew his club back
as he heard the doors of a car which must have been very close
to his being opened. Then the doors of his car began to move
and as they slide open far enough for Leroy to get through, he
let out a terrifying scream, smashed his club across the face
of the man who had opened the doors, and took off running through
the crowd of workers. He didn't get very far.
Ler'o y Hoobler opened his eyes and was nearly blinded by the
white sterile light which emanated from a lamp in the ceiling
directly above him .
Uh oh, where is Ah at thiz time? wondered Leroy, as he
blinked his eyes and began looking around the room to try and
figure out where he was.
The first thing he noticed was that nearly everything was
padded. The walls, the floor, and even the door of the small
room were covered with soft, light gray cushioning. Spotting
the bars which filled the small opening near the top of the door,
Leroy winced slightly and thought guess ah'm in jail agin. But
whuffo the soft pads?
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When he attempted to get up, his question was answered. He
hadn't noticed that his arms were wrapped tightly around his
body until he tried to use them as props to help him stand. He
had seen straight jackets before and had always been completely
terrorized by them. But, unlike most in his position, he did
not panic, did not struggle hopelessly and grotesquely against
his bonds.
Instead, Leroy slouched back down onto the soft floor,
smiled serenely, and fell asleep.
Leroy dreamed of fishing with Uncle Mose at Skunk Creek on
a warm, sunny, breezy day. The old man sitting there on the
bank, grinning and telling him the wildest fish stories he'd
ever heard. Hose's close-cropped white hair and teeth seemed to
shine gloriously in the sun.
But Leroy was awakened by a
fat, red-haired nurse before he could finish his favorite dream.
"Wake up there now, boy, Doctor Phillips would like to talk
to you now."
Gawd, thought Leroy, what an ugly lady, even fo' a waht
womun.
The nurse was smiling at him now, a bright pink smile which
jumped out at Leroy from her powder white face.
"We don't want to keep the doctor waiting, no we don't.
That makes the doctor mad, and we don't want to make the doctor
mad, now do we?" She laid a firm grip onto Leroy's jacket and
led him out of the cell and down the hall to meet with Doctor
Phillips. Once Leroy stumbled and nearly fell, but the nurse
caught him by the back of the jacket and pulled him upright
again, nearly choking him to death in the process.
"Careful of your step there, sonny, we wouldn't want you
fallin flat on your face there!"
Sho wouln't take tuh bumpin agin that lady bah mahself at
dark, thought Leroy. She's stronguh than a bull, 'n probly
meaner.
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Leroy sat in Dr. Phillip's office and waited for something
to happen. The doctor hadn't even looked up when Nurse Baker
had paraded Leroy into the room. Thiz felluh's a doctuh? Ain't
much older'n ah am. He doan even got no whiskers. Leroy snickered
a little, but put his hand over his mouth as Dr. Phillips looked
up from his writing.
The doctor looked puzzled, but smiled warmly and said, "You're
Leroy Hoobler?"
"Yessuh."
"But these papers say you're 25 years old. You can't be
any older than nineteen! How am I ever supposed to cure you
people when they can't even find out how old you are?"
"Ahm twenny fahv yeuhs 01."
"Don't mumble now, I'm not going to hurt you.
you say?"

Now what did

"Ah'm twenny fahv yeuhs 01," Leroy said again, and thought,
caint you unnerstan inglish?
The nurse, who had been standing behind Leroy, said "Doctor,
that's the best he can talk.
I was here when they brought him in."
Doctor Phillips sighed, rubbed his eyes, and said tiredly,
"Okay, Nurse Baker, thank you. You may leave now."
Nurse Baker patted Leroy on the back and walked out.
"Leroy, do you remember why they brought you here?"
the doctor.

asked

Leroy started to say something, but then screwed his face
up into a quizzical look. Ah doan even membuh nuthin since
ah got outta jail, he thought.
"Ah do an even membuh nuthin
since ah got outta jail."
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He caught Dr. Phillip's pleading glance and added, "Well, just
start counting backwards from ten, okay?"
Leroy felt very secure with these two men. He liked them
a lot, and so would do anything to try and make them his friends.
So he tried his best.
"Ten ... nahn ... ate ... six ... "
"Now, Leroy, I'm going to tell you some things that you
don't remember so maybe i t ' l l help you remember the rest, all
right?"
"Sho, Doc, that's fahn," Leroy half whispered.
"Okay. Just keep thinking that all of this has already
happened, is over, and can't hurt you anymore.
"After you got out of jail, you met a guy named Willie Masden.
Do you remember Willie?"
Leroy smiled.

"Ah member Willie.

He wuz mah fren."

"That's right, Leroy, he was a good friend, the best friend
you ever had.
For two months you and Willie rode the tracks.
You went to Kentucky for a while--remember Kentucky? You two
guys went allover Tennessee, stealing chickens and eating on
the run.
It was lots of fun, right Leroy?"
"Ah kin still taste that chick'n."
"Good. You remember.
But one night, Leroy, something
happened.
Something terrible happened to Willie. Maybe you two
had a bad fight, huh, Leroy?"
Leroy frowned.
"Me an Willie, we nevah faut, Doc.
Ah juz luvd Willie."
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Honis.

"That was four months ago. Do you mean to say you don't
remember anything at all since then?"
"Ah just got outta jail yestuhdy.
las naht, tho."

Doan member whut happin

"No, Leroy, you've been out since March 17. It says so
right here on your release papers, arid besides, I've been keeping
up with your . case in the papers for some time. Today is July 20th,
Leroy. You were released from Johnson County Jail four months
ago. Do you remember your friend, Willie?" Doctor Phillips
was now staring at Leroy intently.
"Ain't got no frens, doan know no Willie," answered Leroy.
"Jus got outta jail yestuhdy."
The doctor grunted, sat back in his chair.
"Okay, Leroy,
have it your way. But will you sign these papers here? They
give Dr. MacMan permission to hypnotise you. You see, we're
very interested in what happened last night, too. We think that
if we hypnotise you, you'll be able to remember everything that
happened. Will you sign?"
Leroy grinned agreeably.
befoah!"

"Sho, ah ain't nevah bin hoopnitized

Doctor Phillips handed Leroy the paper and a pen.
"Sign
right there on the dotted line," he said, showing Leroy exactly
where to put his name.
Leroy, still smiling because he was going to be hoopnitised,
signed his name:
"X". A lot of the blacks in Johnson County
signed their name that way.
"Now Leroy, just relax and close your eyes. You're going
to go to sleep very soon," Doctor Patrick MacMan said gently.
"Now, just start counting backwards from a hundred," he said.
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"Leroy, you know we're your friends.
Doctor Phillips and
I are the ones who took that terrible jacket off of you.
So
you know I wouldn't lie to you.
"On June lOth, something bad happened to Willie. That
night, you carne jumping out of a box car in Nashville like a
wild man.
You hit one man with a club, then another. Then you
dropped the club and tried to run away, but you didn't make it."
Patrick MacMan leaned forward.
"My God, Leroy, your club was
Willie's leg!"
Leroy remained seated, appeared perfectly calm. He was
indeed hypnotised, and so the horror of the thought could not
hurt him.
But now he remembered it all.
He remembered the
police corning and keeping the mob from killing him.
He remembered
all the questions, questions he couldn't answer, they hurt so
bad. All those days of sitting in the courtroom like a deaf
mute, unable to talk, not allowing himself to think.
His new friend, the public defendant, had helped get him
off py portraying him as insane, incapable of distinguishing
right from wrong. Leroy would have liked to beg him to let
them go ahead and kill him--he didn't want to live anymore, not
without Willie.
But he had been unable to even open his mouth
ever since it happened.
"Leroy--you must tell us what happened to Willie, so we can
help you.
It's allover, Leroy, Just tell us what happened and
I'll make it so you can't remember it ever again."
"We wuz hungry, so we go offa da train next ta Middleto'n
ta trah an git a chick'n or sumpthin ta eat. Willie made fiah
an Ah went ta fin sum food," Leroy sniffled.
"Ah past a sahn
that seys 'No NIGGERS' allowed in thiz town--Gawd hep you if da
sun sets on you here.' Ah knowed whut it seys cuz ah seen da
same sahn befoah and Willie he tole me whut it seys.
It's theah
in lots of small towns still, seys Willie.
Inyways, Ah stole
sum food and ah carne back an Ah herd thiz awful kurnrnozion wheah
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Willie wuz. Ah wuz sceared so ah hid in da bushes an dey had
Willie an dey wuz rubbin him back an foath on da top uf a bobwar
fence an ah herd him screamin an cryin but ah wuz sceared an
wouldn do nuthin an he fahnly stopped screamin an probly dahd
inyways but they kept on doin it until they wuz two parts ta
Willie an Ah wuz cryin but they couldn here me an dey kept on
doin it an were laffin an talk in bout no moah niggers would evah
set foot in Middleto'n ...
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GERMAN ARM WRESTLING
Albert Jordan
At six o'clock on a sweltering Saturday afternoon, Mike Davis
and his buddy returned home from the drag races at Thorn Hill. Mike
got out of his friend's car and slammed the door.
"Thanks Juney. That was really something," Mi ke said.
car accelerated down the road.

Juney's

When he stood upright after the hour's ride, Mike, a little
squirrelly from a few too many cans of beer, could feel a warm buzz
rush through his body. He opened two sticks of Juicy-Fruit and
started chewing them to take the flat taste and smell of beer from
his breath. Combing his dishevelled hair, Mike ambled idly across
the front yard and around the frame farm house to the back porch
where his mother, a widow, sat reflectively swatting flies.
Tears
ran down her puffy red cheeks.
"What's the matter Mom?"
"You've been drinking beer again.

I can tell by your eyes."

"That's not what is really bothering you. You know I drink
a few brews every now and then. What's really the matter?"
Mrs. Davis sobbed and lightly blew her nose into a dainty
handkerchief.
"It's those ignorant hay workers . They are the
lowest trash I've ever seen--especially that Chub Morton."
"What did he do this time, steal something again?"
"Besides the filthy talk, they just sat around for a long time
when they were supposed to unload the trailer."
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" I should have stayed and done the hay myself. Between Watson,
me, and a few others, we could put it in by ourselves and not have
to pay the rest of those bums.
"No, you know how bad you get the allergy. Just like your
father.
Besides I don't want you to do labor work.
If you are
around trash you will start behaving just like they do. Let me
finish. That filth, Chub, kept leering at me and your little sister.
Mike gritted his teeth.

"I'll kill that pervert!"

"I know he said things when we were too far off to hear him.
Then he started slapping Princess around so she would bite him and
he could sue us," exclaimed Mrs. Davis.
"He knows that old hound is a biter. Well, from now on don't
let that scum hang around here. I'll get him for this.
It might
take years, · but sooner or later he's going to pay for this," Mike
declared.
"If your father were here, they wouldn't act that way--he would
break them down with something.
A few weeks later, on Memorial Day, Mike began working at his
regular summer job in the concessions trailer which was strategicall
wedged between the swimming area and the boat dock of the county
park lake. The swimming area was a roped-off section of the 600acre body of water. The concessions trailer in addition to the
boat dock was operated by a middle-aged, bald, conservative man
everyone called Big Bill, and his overweight teenaged son Billy.
Early one morning during the first week that he worked there
Mike drove his green Chevrolet up the bumpy gravel road to the
concession stand. Having parked the car, Mike scooted out the car
seat. He sauntered to the trailer in a sideways motion, admiring
his new mag wheels and wide oval tires that he only recently could
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afford. Mike wore the standard uniform his job required: a white
T-shirt, cut-off blue jeans, and black denim low-cut basketball
shoes.
Once outside the car, he deeply inhaled the fresh morning air.
As it filled his lungs, Mike noted from the moisture and warmth
of it that the day would turn unbearably hot and humid by late
morning. When the wind blew Mike could smell the algae in the
frothy lake water that slapped the weather-beaten boards of the
boat dock. Then the wind died, the sun beamed from behind a lonesome cloud and the lake took on a glassy, placid look.
Mike checked his watch and thought, "Right on time.
fifteen minutes late."

Exac,t ly

His boss, Big Bill, was already propping up the trailer's
heavy aluminum shutters with short rods that snapped into place.
Somehow Mike sensed that Big Bill was furious.
Big Bill yelled,
"Sonovabitch."
Puzzled, Mike lightly walked over to Billy who displayed a
peculiar grin.
"Did you hear what he called you?
Billy matter-of-factly stated.

Dad said you're fired,"

"Oh really," Mike said. He knew Billy grinned whether he
was serious or not; it was impossible to tell the difference.
"Just kidding. Somebody broke in last night and stole a case
of cigarettes and some other junk. It's awful.
It was a case of
Salem menthols, my favorite brand." Billy called to his bald parent,
"I bet it \>las Chub ~lTorton, Dad."
"I wish he wouldn't hang around," Mike said.
"We don't need
him anymore. Maybe we can insult him and run him off."
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Big Bill paused, propped up the last shutter, snapped it fast,
then firmly shook it.
"He's too stupid to get insulted. Listen-just ignore him and maybe he'll go away. Whatever you do, don't
encourage him to hang around.
I'm going for buns. Billy be
businesslike. Oh, I almost forgot, when you get time why don't
you paint that chair."
As soon as Big Bill's van puttered up the gravel road Billy
lit a menthol cigarette. Mike sat down momentarily, opened a package of Or eo cookies, ate one, and hopped up when he saw a customer
approaching. Having made a small sale, he started to sit down
again, but Billy had taken his seat. Mike indifferently picked
up his cookies and found a makeshift seat on a potato chip can.
"Why does Billy have that strange grin on his face," Mike
wondered. Mike served a freezy whip to a bather. Billy smirked
again, even more nefariously this time.
nr4.aybe Billy is turning
queer, or else he farted," Mike thought.
When Mike bit into another Oreo, however, he abruptly realized
that the source of Billy's impish smirk was the burnt match that
had been sneakily inserted into the cookie.
Mike spat out the creme and match-filled cookie.
"You rotten
tub of lard. I can take a joke, but when you put junk into my
food it drives me mad."
Billy innocently inhaled menthol smoke and exhaled it through
his nose.
"Don't look at me," he said.
"You find stuff in food every
day.
It falls in at the factory. Besides that's nothing. When
Chub Morton worked here, he stuck a wiener down his pants and sold
it to a little kid."
"Your head is going to roll for this, Billy. You fat ugly
tub of lard." Mike stomped out of the trailer. Although several
customers were lining up in front of the stand, Mike walked up to
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the beach house to talk to the lifeguards, leaving Billy to do the
work.
About 11:30 grandmothers with wrinkly fat bulging out of their
one-piece bathing suits dragged their grandchildren through the
turnstiles at the gate. Attractive young mothers in skimpy twopiece bikinis lugged in slobbering tots on their shapely hips.
Boys in their early teens devised what they thought were new ways
of sneaking into the beach house; some tried rubbing someone else's
stamp, others tried climbing the fence--all to no avail. Fourteen
year old kids tried to pass for under twelve. Groups of nine
and ten year-old girls hopped and bounced in. All in all, the hot
weather drove in a good-sized crowd. Mike plopped down on the long
cool counter in front of the shelves in which the valuables baskets
were neatly arranged in rows.
In between stamping red marks on
swimmer's arms, Leroy the pool manager and Mike held a conversation,
mainly talking about the theft that occurred the previous night.
"Chub Morton probably did it," Leroy said.
"Yeah, but we can't prove anything. You know Big Bill fired
him before because he stole from the boat launch money," Mike said.
"He still hangs around though."
"Big Bill's probably afraid of Chub. He told me about the
time he saw Chub cut somebody real bad with a pocket knife. The
guy almost bled to death." Leroy leaned back in his folding chair.
"Did you hear Chub's wife was saving for false teeth? She doesn't
have one tooth. Well, Chub got drunk and drank up all her tooth
money. "
Bob, the head lifeguard, sauntered up from the beach when his
replacement relieved him. He smiled and asked, "Mike, have you ever
done any German Arm Wrestling?"
Mike, having been exposed to Billy's antics, pondered the
topic cautiously before answering.
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"I never have and I don't think I ever want to German Arm
Wrestle," Mike laughed.
"It sounds like a gag, Bob."
Bob conceded that it was a gag. In a low voice he said, "Some
guy pulled it on me at school and I cracked my nose.
I bled like
a stuck hog. You see, you get somebody to put his elbow on a table
and make a fist. While he pulls toward his face, you pull in the
opposite direction. You let go and wham! He socks himself right
in the puss."
"Nobody would fall for that gag," Leroy said.
"You'd be surprised," Bob responded.
"Bob, I wonder if Billy has done any German Arm Wrestling?
I have to pay him back for putting junk in my food. The other
day he put a dead fly in my coke, and today he put a match in my
cookie."
"I'll mention it to him," laughed Bob.
When Mike returned, Billy raved over having been left alone.
His mannerisms reminded Mike of Big Bill.
"Sonovabitch, I've been swamped."
Billy turned back to serve hot dogs to three teenaged girls.
"'These weanies are not to be abused," he stated.
When business slowed down, Bob and Leroy piled into the
trailer. Bob asked, "Billy, when was the last time you German Arm
Wrestled?"
Mike successfully suppressed a grin. In a minute Bob and
Billy were interlocked in a German Arm Wrestling match. Billy
strained earnestly, Bob let go and wham! Billy smacked himself
right in the kisser.
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"Nobody is stupid enough to fall for that old gag," chuckled
Bob.
Billy bellowed, "Ooh. Ooh. You punks broke my nose. Ooh."
Billy delicately wiggled his nose with a thumb and index finger
to check for a break.
"Mike put you up to this, didn't he? Well
he'd better not eat anything in here anymore."
"Shut up or I'll tell your old man that you smoke," Mike
threatened.
For awhile Billy ignored Mike. He periodically wiggled his
nose, still convinced that it was broken. The lifeguards snickered
until the humor wore off, then everyone returned to his respective
duty.
The scorching sun and high humidity drove bathers, broiled
with sunburn, up to the windows of the concessions trailer. They
would lay change on the counter, get their goodies, and shuffle
back to the beach. Billy and Mike mechanically served freezy whips
and Eskimo sandwiches. At first Mike tried to be friendly but his
friendliness eventually wore off.
Billy, one way or another, insulted almost every customer. He
had no respect for the very young or even the elderly. When children
ordered something, Billy blew puffs of menthol smoke in their faces,
making them cough; but they didn't seem to care.
When a rich old
lady asked for something to cool off her poodle, Billy doused a
bucket of mop water on it, causing it to yelp.
"Well you insolent young beast."
"You asked for it, you old bag. Besides I know why you old
whores keep those mutts anyway," Billy yelled back.
"Well," she shuddered. She stomped off to the beach house
and angrily informed Leroy of what had happened.
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"You are lucky he's in a good mood," Leroy
ferently.

~esponded

indif-

Late in the afternoon when half of the swimmers had gone and
most of the kids had spent their last dimes, the low roar of an
aging car could be heard, getting louder the closer it came over
the ruts of the gravel road. The car, a corroded light blue superannuated Plymouth with huge fins, was run with the head pipes
disconnected at the manifold. The tail pipe, which dangled from
a twisted wire, sounded like a cowbell as it bounced between the
road and frame. The left front tire, a bald snow grip, showed
exposed cords. As the traveling mass of corrosion lurched to a
halt, the cloud of red dust that seemed to carry it along traveled
onward over the lake. Out of the car came Chub Morton.
Although he had heard a great deal about him lately Mike had
not actually seen Chub for several months. Chub wore black pointytoe shoes which he had bought, not because they were currently in
vogue, but so that he could smash roaches in corners with them. The
black shoes and his dark socks contrasted sharply with the Bermuda
shorts and the dirty red and blue striped T-shirt h e was wearing.
In the rolled sleeve of the multi-colored shirt was a pack of
cigarettes. His sunglasses were stuck on the top of his head in
coal-black greasy hair. To make him appear even more preposterous
a pair of powerful binoculars hung from his neck.
The thirty-five year old man reminded one of an overgrown
adolescent.
He slammed the car door then marched to the front of
the car to dust off the Nixon-Agnew sticker on the front bumper.
Belching loudly like a wild bull, Chub bounded into the trailer
straight for the freezy whip machine. Mixing grape with cherry,
Chub charged for the hot dogs simmering on the rotisserie. Following Big Bill's orders, Billy and Mike tried to ignore Chub, but it
was hopeless.
Fifteen minutes earlier Mike had just finished the chair Big
Bill wanted painted. He made a 'Wet Paint' sign out of cardboard
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and placed it on the chair. Meanwhile chub devoured several hot
dogs, and washed them down with freezy-whip. Wiping mustard from
his mouth with a bare arm, Chub picked up the sign and sat down
on the chair.
"What you mean, no trespassing?"

Chub demanded.

"That says 'Wet Paint' you ignoramus," Billy informed him.
"You're sitting in it."
"Well how do you expect me to read this without my glasses,"
Chub snapped.
Chub devoured a few more hot dogs, and slurped down another
freezy whip. His thirst and hunger momentarily quenched, Chub
scanned the beach with the powerful binoculars.
"Oh dats snice.
lasciviously.

Would I like to get dat," Chub drooled

"Well, you certainly don't have any trouble seeing those girls
on the other side of the beach. Must be about a hundred ya~ds away
or more," Billy said.
to.

"Oh, I can see real good with my field glasses here.
They costs me a hunert dollars." Chub replied.

I ought

"I guess your old lady won't ever eat corn-on-the-cob," Mike
muttered.
"What?"

said Chub.

"Oh, nothing."
Just then they heard Big Bill's van come puttering over the
gravel. Billy inhaled one long last draw of menthol smoke and
flipped his cigarette out the window.
"Dad's back with the buns."
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Mike started sweeping. Chub hid his binoculars behind his back
as Big Bill passed by him.
"Nice weather we're having." Chub tried to generate some
conversation as he stuffed the binoculars into his trousers. He
found that they made a suspicious ~ulge, so he held them behind
his back again. Chub took out his cigarettes that were tucked in
his sleeve, and lit one.
As he counted the cash in the register, Big Billy glanced at
Chub.
"I didn't know you smoke menthol cigarettes, Morton.
thought you smoke roll-your-own." Big Bill said.
Chub looked at his cigarettes.
"1-1 bought these.

I

They were Salems.

Somebody gave me a carton of 'em."

Big Bill did not even look up, but continued counting the
money in the register. When he was finished, he put most of the
money into a green bag, and the remainder back into the register.
"I'm going to the bank. Billy, be businesslike. Mike, put another
coat of paint on the chair. Morton couldn't read the sign."
When Big Bill was gone, Chub resumed observation with the
field glasses. Billy lit a cigarette. Mike reached into the
freezer for a fudgecycle.
"Chub," Mike said thoughtfully.
the art of German Arm Wrestling?"

"Have you ever considered

"German Arm Wrasslin. Whoever heard such a thing.
no Deutch Kraut. What in heck is it?"

I ain't

With his lips Mike smoothed the rounded tip of the fudgecycle
to a point. "It's simple, huh Billy?"
Billy's eyes lit up.
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"Billy is the person to ask," Mike continued.
"He's the champ
around here. He beat me and all the lifeguards this morning. Nobody
around here is man enough to stand up to him."
Billy coughed to refrain from smirking. Chub flexed his bicep.
"Do you think any punk kid can stand up to this?"
"It doesn't matter," Mike said.
"Bob is almost as big as
you, and Billy nearly broke Bob's arm.
Chub's masculinity was threatened.
"Oh yeah, well come on."
"I've got a customer," Billy whined.
"Mike'll get em.

He was ready to beat Billy.
He faked it perfectly.

I can't let no dumb kid brag on beatin me."

"Nobody said I can beat you.
Billy explained.

I'm just the champ around here,"

"Well come on."
"Don't do it Chub, Billy has a specially developed muscle in
his elbow." Mike said.
"He might hurt you and you'll get mad."
"A grown man can face up to losing.
lose." Chub was only more eager now.

Besides I ain't going to

The ice cream freezer projected perpendicularly from the wall,
extending halfway across the trailer. Chub sat on one side, Billy
was positioned on the other side, sitting on an upturned crate.
"Now the object," Billy explained, "is to raise your fist
while I try to hold it down."
Chub glanced around to see if Mike was looking, then firmly
braced his toe against the freezer bottom for extra support.
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Mike started them.

"Ready begin."

Although it seemed flabby at first, Chub's arm swelled to
expose powerful veins and muscles. Billy, who was indeed no weakling,
bore down on Chub's mighty arm while Chub struggled with teeth
clenched to raise it. Even though Chub cheated, Billy had the
most leverage. Chub clenched his teeth tighter, grunted like a
bull, and with a tremendous surge of power he concentrated all of
his force into one mighty burst. Their arms shook with extreme
pressure. Billy opened his hand. Chub's fist, suddenly released
from Billy's strong grip, slammed into Chub's eye, knocking him over
backwards.
Sprawled out in the floor, Chub made an extremely awkward,
pitiful sight. His fist was still resting against his eye. For
several long seconds, Chub did not move. Then finally, slowly
getting up Chub bellowed like a branded calf, "German Arm Wrasslin.
Nothin but a damn fool teach a man German Arm Wrasslin."
Mike felt like rolling in the floor with laughter. Billy
stood speechless. Chub's eye, battered with the heavy blow, had
swollen shut. It was strangely discolored red, blue, and black.
"1 ought to kill you Billy--both of you." Chub screamed. His
eye looked frightening now. Blood trickled from under the eyelid.
Behind the cash register was an extra metal prop for the
shutters. Mike tossed it to Billy. Billy smirked at Chub in his
peculiar way, then as if possessed, he burst into wildly crazed,
diabolical laughter.
"Ha, ha, ha, ha."
Chub shrieked as he charged. Billy neutralized Chub's momentum
by bopping him on the head with all his might, which made a loud
hollow sound.
Chub stopped in his tracks.

Billy rushed past him and ran
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out the trailer.
police.

Mike sprinted up to the beach house to call the

Racing back down to the trailer, followed by a crowd of bathers
and all the lifeguards, Mike saw Billy cornered by Chub at the end
of the boat dock. Chub, who was foaming at the mouth, was held at
bay by Billy's swinging of the prop.
The only available potential weapon Mike found was a broken
oar leaning against the boat house. He grabbed it, bounded up on
the dock, and raised it up over the back of Chub's head, ready to
bring it down. But he hesitated.
Chub charged Billy, punching his abdomen and slapping his face.
Billy broke loose, dove off the dock, and swam away. As soon as
Chub wheeled about, Mike swung at his groin. Chub froze in a bent
over position, clutching his groin and bellowing like a dying calf.
Mike thought for a moment, then crashed the oar across Chub's face,
knocking him unconscious into the water.
When the police came, the lifeguards were dragging Chub's
lifeless jello-like body out of the lake and across the gravel.
They applied first-aid and the patrolmen radioed for an ambulance.
Mike drove a motor boat to the other side of the lake to pick up
Billy.
By that time a crowd had gathered mostly composed of small
boys and teenaged girls in snug fitting bikinis. They chattered
among themselves about the gory spectacle.
Big Bill had followed the ambulance into the park. He saw
his wet son return wobbling his loose teeth and holding his belly.
"My poor boy, what has this man done?" Big Bill turned to the
patrolman.
"Officer I want to swear out a warrant for assault on
a minor.
I'm also going to sue him for an orthodontist bill. I
spent $1,300 on Billy's teeth this year."
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"Maybe they ought to search his car," Mike suggested.
"Right," said Big Bill.
"And sir, I want this man's car
searched for property stolen in a robbery here last night."
"I'll get a search warrant.
worth?" said the officer.

How much was that stolen property

"About ninety dollars in cash and other items," said Big Bill.
Mike remembered something he heard on television.
"Wait,"
he interrupted.
"Billy and I estimated the amount to be exactly
one hundred two dollars and seventy-five cents. We can make you an
ittemized list."
"Well, that's grand larceny then," said the policeman.
he gets convicted, this fellow is in a lot of trouble."
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